
Yearly Overview - Cycle 1

Autumn 1 Autumn 2 Spring 1 Spring 2 Summer 1 Summer 2

Topic Around the World in 75 Days Scrumdiddlyumptious OR Marvellous Mixtures Great Fire of London
Big Question What makes our world wonderful? What makes something scrumdiddlyumptious?

What makes a mixture marvellous?
What can we explore in a city?

Topic Hook Dress up to represent a country of the world. Chocolatier launch day - make chocolate
milkshakes, edible chocolate slime plus other
candy science experiments

Science experiments based around different
mixtures

Class Text Around the World in 8o tales Charlie & the Chocolate Factory
George’s Marvellous Medicine

Paddington visits London

Visits and  visitors Greasbrough Dam
Visitors in school from different cultures

York Chocolate Story Sheffield

Literacy Narrative- stories, using T4W, character and
setting descriptions based on the texts Around
the world in 80 tales series..
Biography- About ourselves and famous person
from the past- Ameila Earhart
Poetry- Based on countries/ continents  around
the world.
Postcards/ letters/ diaries- write as if in another
country using features of landscape..
Instructions- How to build an igloo? Straw hut.
Non chron report- Based on a continent, to
include landmarks, climate and weather and
food and drink.

INSTRUCTIONS-
Recipes – Make your
own imaginary
chocolate bar/sweet,
How to make hot
chocolate/chocolate
milkshake, edible
chocolate
playdough/chewing
gum (2 weeks)

How to make a potion

POETRY – Descriptive
poetry linked to CATCF
- alliteration, figurative
language, nonsense
poem- Jabberwocky (2
wks)
Poetry

EXPLANATION - How
chocolate is made -
from bean to bar. (2
wks)

SCIENCE REPORT -
linked to the Milk Swirl
Experiment.

PERSUASION -  Letter
writing to WIlly Wonka/
advert for their
chocolate bar
(ROSCARS) (2wks)

Task linked to the text
for George?

After the visit to York
Chocolate story,

Vlad and the Great
Fire of London
Mary and the Great
Fire of London
To write about real
events - Diary Entry
linked to the Great Fire
of London. Role-play
scenes from the Great
Fire of London that
were captured in diary
entries at the time,
capture a key moment
in a ‘freeze frame’
photograph. Positive
and negatives around
GFOL - Greater depth
children to write
contrasting diary entry.
Write speech bubbles

Paddington at the
Palace, Paddington at
the Tower,
Paddington at St
Paul’s
Fact File or leaflet
linked to London
landmarks from the
Paddington books. Use
the texts to inform
about the landmarks,
then research the
landmarks to write
factual sentences.
Some elements of
persuasion?
Big Writes - postcard
and letters
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(Potions/Rhyming
poetry )
NARRATIVE – 2
weeks - Character
analysis - develop new
character, fantasy
setting descriptions,
dilemmas, endings

present the children
with the scenario that
the factory is set to
close. How can we use
our experience to
persuade them to visit?

to depict character’s
feelings, emotions and
actions.
Big Write - diary entry
Purpose to inform
people of the key
events of the GFOL -
Report on The Great
Fire of London - key
events, timeline

Literacy cross
curricular

INFORMATION TEXTS - Newspaper report -
discovery of Golden Ticket

Explanation text - linked to healthy eating - food
groups

Numeracy cross
curricular

- PLACE VALUE
- CALCULATIONS x/÷ arrays with hot chocolate
marshmallows and chocolate bars.
- MEASUREMENT (Capacity) - making Hot
chocolate/chocolate milkshakes
- COUNTING AND MONEY linked to enterprise -
selling hot chocolate/chocolate milkshakes
- SHAPE - chocolate packaging/nets of shapes,
area of chocolate boxes
- PROBLEM SOLVING
- MEASUREMENT – Length - measuring
chocolate bars
- CALCULATIONS x/÷ arrays with hot chocolate
marshmallows
- FRACTIONS of chocolate bars.

Year 1: Place value, multiplication and division,
fractions, shape, length and height.
Year 2: Fractions, Money, problem solving and
properties of shape.

Addition, Subtraction, Multiplication & Division
Fractions
Timelines - linked to Great Fire of London
Geometry - properties of shapes
Money
Measurement - length, distance, units of
measurement
Time
Money - history links - cost of train, tram and bus
Timelines linked to counting in different steps,
missing numbers (History link)
Maps - Position and direction (Geography  links))
Geometry - properties of shapes - links to logo
and landmarks
Measurement - links to distance - maps
Time - how long it takes to travel to different
places. Trains, Trams, buses (Geography links)
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Science Y2 Living things & their habitats
explore and compare the differences between
things that are living, dead, and things that have
never been alive
identify that most living things live in habitats to
which they are suited and describe how different
habitats provide for the basic needs of different
kinds of animals and plants, and how they
depend on each other
identify and name a variety of plants and animals
in their habitats, including microhabitats
describe how animals obtain their food from
plants and other animals, using the idea of a
simple food chain, and identify and name
different sources of food.

YEAR 2- ANIMALS INCLUDING HUMANS
Working scientifically
-Pupils should be taught to:  notice that animals,
including humans, have offspring which grow into
adults- Life Cycles of chickens linked to RE
Easter.
-Find out about and describe the basic needs of
animals, including humans, for survival (water,
food and air)
-Describe the importance for humans of
exercise, eating the right amounts of different
types of food, and hygiene- Looking after our
teeth, eating sugary food and a healthy
balanced diet. Effects of exercise.

Y1 & Y2 Plants,
Identify and name a
variety of common wild
and garden plants,
including deciduous
and evergreen trees
Identify and describe
the basic structure of a
variety of common
flowering plants,
including trees.
Y2 - Observe and
describe how seeds
and bulbs grow into
mature plants
find out and describe
how plants need water,
light and a suitable
temperature to grow
and stay healthy.
Which plants grow in
darkest Peru?

Y1 Seasonal changes
observe changes
across the four
seasons
observe and describe
weather associated
with the seasons and
how day length varies.

Computing E-Safety-
Understanding how to
stay safe online.
Digital Literacy- Use
comic life/ purple mash
for story sequencing or
non chronological
reports about a
continent.

Computer science-
Use flowol, Bee bot or
Scratch to create
algorithms and code to
get a character around
the world and learn
how to fix a computer
bug.

E-Safety update,
Digital Literacy, I can
animate (i-movie/clips)

Data & Data
Representation,
Spreadsheets,
Databases (favourite
chocolates, most
frequent chocolate in
tins of chocolates

Digital  Literacy (using
Ipads, IMovie))
Links to literacy and
drama. Create a video
news report on The
Great Fire of London
Email
Book creator

Computer Science
(Purple Mash, Scratch)
Coding - Create a
maze of London
Landmarks/undergroun
d. Create simple codes
to move to different
landmarks.
(Geography links)
Maps of walk through
Sheffield . Thinglink to
places of interest.
Geography links.

iPads Link to ROSCARS- a report from around the
world.

ROSCARS entries - linked to retelling of CATCF,
Interviewing characters in role etc

IMovie linked to ICT
Thinglink
Comiclife
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History To study the  lives of significant individuals in the
past who have contributed to national and
international achievements.

Timeline of chocolate from aztec to Cadbury..
Hernan Cortes - Spanish Explorer who
conquered Aztec Empire
Aztecs and chocolate, Aztec daily life, Aztec
society and social classes, Aztec Gods and
Goddesses
To be able to learn about where chocolate comes
from.

Great Fire of London - significant event in history
and why the fire spread.
Tudor time (1485 - 1603) Stuart (1603-1711) -
New ideas and new inventions.

Geography To be able to name and locate the world’s seven
continents and five oceans
To name, locate and identify characteristics of the
four countries and capital cities of the United
Kingdom and its surrounding seas
To use world maps, atlases and globes to identify
the United Kingdom and its countries, as well as
the countries, continents and oceans studied
throughout the term.

To learn about the origins of food and food miles
To be able to learn about the journey of a cocoa
bean (Literacy)
To be able to locate on a map the  journey of a
cocoa bean
Map work – locating regions of world where
cacao trees are grown

Famous Landmarks in London
Human and Physical Features - where is darkest
Peru?
Transport
Comparison between Sheffield and London -
Landmarks, transport

R E 2.4 Being fair, showing
care: what can we
learn from religious
stories?
Bible story - the lost
sheep (morals)

1.2 How do Christians
celebrate Christmas?

1.4 Find out: what
happens in Churches
and Synagogues?

2.5 What do the
symbols of the Easter
festival mean

1.5 What can we learn
from stories about
Moses and Jesus?

Moses - parting the red
sea
Jesus - five loaves

1.6 What can we learn
from stories about
prayer and Jesus?
(Transition): 1.1
Who am I? Myself and
my communities

P E Matball- skills such as
throwing and catching,
creating space,
defending space, and
passing.
Dance- Explore and
copy basic body
actions and rhythms.
To be able to negotiate
space confidently,
using appropriate

Football- Ball control,
finding a space,
Passing and receiving
a ball.
Gymnastics- To
master basic
movements including
running, jumping, as
well as developing
balance, agility and
coordination, and begin

Ball skills,  Athletics Sending and receiving,
Gymnastics

Striking and fielding
Racket, bat skills

Athletics - Willow Tree
Olympics
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strategies. Explore
movement ideas and
respond imaginatively
to a range of stimuli.
Move confidently and
safely in their own
general space using
changes of speed level
and direction.

to apply these in a
range of activities

Art Focus on an artist- Links to art from different
cultures.

Using tone- pen/ pastel
- bottles/ chocolate
bars/ sweets
Cubism-
fruit/chocolate/ bars

Aztec art- masks,
pastel Aztec suns,
primary colours.

Printing using ideas from artist Banksy - links to
London
Silhouette skylines of London and Sheffield
Famous street signs/ logo/ maps - London and
Sheffield

D T Materials
Design - Make - Evaluate
Select from and use a wide range of materials
and components, including construction
materials, textiles and ingredients, according to
their characteristics
E.g. Recycled paper

Cooking & Nutrition
Design - Make - Evaluate
Use the basic principles of a healthy and varied
diet to prepare dishes
Understand where food comes from
Design and make mothers day chocolates.
Design the packaging, follow a recipe to create a
product.
Tasting different chocolate - Discussion of
healthier options
Design own chocolate bar
Design mix of ingredients to add to chocolate bar
Designing chocolate bar wrapper
Making chocolate bar and wrapper
Evaluation of product.

Healthy eating
- Looking at healthy foods and where food comes from.
Discussing how di�erent foods are grown including fruit and
vegetables.
- Discussing which foods are healthy and how much of these
foods we should have in order to eat a healthy balanced diet.
- Following a recipe to create a healthy snack/mMedicine /
dangers

Mechanisms
Design - Make - Evaluate
Explore and use mechanisms [for example,
levers, sliders, wheels and axles], in their
products.
Children creating a red london bus
Skills: Design a purposeful product based on a
criteria, make using a range of tools, explore and
use mechanisms.
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eal.
- Design the product, make the product and create an
evaluation.

ENTERPRISE/REAL
PROJECT

Recycled Bags/ Tea towels Chocolate/sweet art and sell chocolate
milkshakes/hot chocolate at break times
Chocolate making- Mothers day box of
chocolates.

PSHE Feelings, Friendships
and Family- What
makes a good
friend?What is
respect?
What makes a good
friend?
Knowing choices have
consequences
What is respect?1

Circle time - discussion
about what makes a
good friend and when
have they been a
friend.
Film clips showing
disrespect/ role play by
staff

Healthy Living-How
healthy is my day?
When, where and why
we eat?
Keep a food diary -
compare and reflect
Use of knife and fork
Food diary contrasts in
class

E-safety.
Understand the
purpose of the internet
Navigate appropriate
websites
Know how to respond
to unfamiliar websites
Understanding that not
everything on the
internet is true.
Thinkuknow resources,
www.thinkuknow.co.uk/
5_7/
RHE - Families and
people who care for
me- looking at
relationships with the
families in CATCF.

Solving problems
and making it better -
Strong emotions.
Who keeps me safe?
School community
Show different role
models - police/ fire
brigade/ teacher
Understand the
meaning of community
and who is in it
School community
Home community
What groups do they
belong to e.g. football
teams etc.

Personal Safety
How can I keep safe?
Scenarios - what would
you do?
Drama and Role play -
role safety and safety
at home e.g. medicine
Safety in and around
the home
What are drugs?
(medical)
Christopher Robin -
linked to Real Project
Movie Night
Relationships -
kindness,
homelessness,
friendship
Personal Safety

Being the same and
being different
(SRE)
Me and my family
Family tree
Home learning - family
photos
Where do I come
from? Who am I?
(daughter, niece, sister,
friend etc.)
Role play and scenario
cards - links to
friendship and
behaviour issues
What would they do?
What is a fair
consequence?

Music -Songs from around
the world- Use of
voice, Develop control
and accuracy on tuned
and untuned
instruments, musical
scores, representing
sound with symbols,
recognise mood,
contrast and character
in musical pieces.

Christmas nativity-’
Children of the world’

Charanga Music Charanga Music Charanga Music Charanga Music

MFL To learn numbers 0-20 I can help around the house.  Simple jobs around
the house, vocabulary, role play.  Games – four

Vocabulary on weather - links to geography
Clothes - link to weather
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To learn the names of animalsNon-negotiables-
greetings during register/ hometime, date on
board.

corners, actions (charades) Languagenut.com Vocabulary on things you would find in a city - eg
church, cathedral, museum, hospital etc.

P4C The world, stereotyping, endangered animals,
recycling, christmas

Fairtrade
Greed - Augustus Gloop
Rich vs Poor - Charlie Bucket vs Verucca Salt
Medicine / dangers

Friendship
Lost in a city. What would you do? Who would
you trust?

NEMESIS Develop Outdoor Classroom Develop Outdoor Classroom Develop Outdoor Classroom

Yearly Overview - Cycle 2

Autumn 1 Autumn 2 Spring 1 Spring 2 Summer 1 Summer 2

Topic Fur, feathers and Skin Towers, tunnels and turrets Land Ahoy!
Big Question Should animals be used for purpose or pleasure? Who lives there? How can we be seaside safety superheroes?
Topic hook
Class text Pete’s Peculiar Pet Shop, The Giraffe, the Pelly

and Me
Knight in training series Lighthouse Keepers Lunch series

Visits and  visitors Yorkshire Wildlife Park Conisbrough/Bolsover Castle Cleethorpes

Literacy Settings / narratives
linked to Immersive
reading area – T4W
(Y1 Phonics Week)
Non chronological
report (linked to visit)
T4W
Postcard (Y1) Letter
writing (Y2) Meerkat
Mail –  Holiday
Brochure (Y1)
Newspaper Report
(Y2)

Instructions linked
Nemesis Project
Poetry - Link to
Christmas text

Persuasive Text
(Poster/Letter)  Dog
Trust / Rain Rescue

The Tunnel- Anthony browne(Y2) Shrek (Y1) -
Setting and character descriptions
Narrative
Poetry-Dragons
Recount- Bolsover castle
IRE- Knight in training series- Vivian French (Y2)
IRE-  Shrek (Y1)
Non fiction - Information leaflet- Parts of a castle-
digital literacy
Instructions- How to… (making
shields/tools/food)
Persuasive Letter/invitation to banquet.

Lighthouse Keeper - Narrative
Magic Train Ride - link to previous topic for
outcome
Non fiction - information - give out to the public
Posters
Letters
Instructions
Pirate  - non fiction
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Literacy cross
curricular

Setting description of visit
Letters to parents/ businesses for Nemesis
Science- Non chronological report- animals.
STEM instruction writing.

History - castles / information
STEM - instructions / banquet

Geography - maps, places
Letters to the public

Numeracy cross
curricular

Number and Place Value
Addition and Subtraction
Measures – Length and weight (Standard and
non-standard) Linked to Animals Reasoning and
Problem Solving
Shape / Position and Direction
Multiplication and Divisions
Fractions
Time/ Money

Place Value
Addition & subtraction
Time
Multiplication & division
Fraction
Capacity - links to history
Data
Shapes- create a castle

Fractions
Shapes
Place Value
Addition and Subtraction
Money
Multiplication and Division

Science Y1 - Animals,
including humans
Identify and name a
variety of common
animals including fish,
amphibians, reptiles,
birds and mammals
Identify and name a
variety of common
animals that are
carnivores, herbivores
and omnivores
describe and compare
the structure of a
variety of common
animals (fish,
amphibians, reptiles,
birds and mammals,
including pets)
Identify, name, draw
and label the basic
parts of the human
body and say which
part of the body is

Y2 - Animals,
including humans
Notice that animals,
including humans,
have offspring which
grow into adults
Find out about and
describe the basic
needs of animals,
including humans, for
survival (water, food
and air)
Describe the
importance for humans
of exercise, eating the
right amounts of
different types of food,
and hygiene.

Y1 - Everyday
Materials
distinguish between an
object and the material
from which it is made
identify and name a
variety of everyday
materials, including
wood, plastic, glass,
metal, water, and rock
describe the simple
physical properties of a
variety of everyday
materials
compare and group
together a variety of
everyday materials on
the basis of their
simple physical
properties.

Y2 - Uses of
Everyday Materials
identify and compare
the suitability of a
variety of everyday
materials, including
wood, metal, plastic,
glass, brick, rock,
paper and cardboard
for particular uses
find out how the
shapes of solid objects
made from some
materials can be
changed by squashing,
bending, twisting and
stretching.

Y2 - Living things and their habitats
explore and compare the differences between
things that are living, dead, and things that have
never been alive
identify that most living things live in habitats to
which they are suited and describe how different
habitats provide for the basic needs of different
kinds of animals and plants, and how they
depend on each other
identify and name a variety of plants and animals
in their habitats, including microhabitats
describe how animals obtain their food from
plants and other animals, using the idea of a
simple food chain, and identify and name
different sources of food.
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associated with each
sense.

Computing E-Safety-
Understanding how to
stay safe online.
Digital Literacy- Use
comic life/ purple mash
for story sequencing

Computer science-
Use flowol, Bee bot or
Scratch to create
algorithms and code to
get a character around
the world and learn
how to fix a computer
bug.

E-Safety update,
Digital Literacy, I can
animate (i-movie/clips)

Data & Data
Representation,
Spreadsheets,
Databases

Digital  Literacy (using
Ipads, IMovie))
Links to literacy and
drama. Create a video
news report
Email
Book creator

Computer Science
(Purple Mash, Scratch)
Coding.

iPads Literacy research
Data handling

History History of Guy Fawkes Understanding what castles were built for.
Finding out about famous castles. Naming the
exterior and interior parts of a castle. To create a
timeline of castles. To understand the roles of the
people in a castle. To learn about food from
medieval times. To understand the role of a
knight

Seaside past and present
Blackbeard Pirate - Who was he and why was he
famous?
History of trains
Grace Darling

Geography Link to Meerkat Mail
Link to Yorkshire Wildlife Park
Animals  - places of origin
Hot / cold countries
Basic geographical vocabulary
Continents – song
What animals live in what country and why?
Identify the 4 countries, capital cities and
surrounding seas of the UK.
Name and locate the continents and oceans of
our world.
Recognise places of origins and local habitats  of
animals.

Using an atlas to locate countries and sea and
capital cities in the UK.
Physical features using geographical vocabulary
-describe the location and features of routes and
maps, including aerial images.
Compass directions.

The magic train journey
Cleethorpes map
UK seasides
Continents
Comparison of holiday destinations in the UK and
abroad.

R E 2.2 How was the world
created according to
the bible? Creation of
the world story.

1.3 What festivals do
Jewish people like to
celebrate?
Christmas

2.1 What are the ‘signs
of belonging’ for
Christians and Jewish
people?

2.5 What do the
symbols of the Easter
festival mean

2.3 What is believing?
What people believe
about their God,
humanity and the
natural world.

2.6 Who can influence
us? Leaders, teachers
- locally and nationally.
(Transition): 1.1
Who am I? Myself and
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my communities
P E Develop Agility, balance, coordination and speed

in game situations.
Moving and throwing an item towards a target
Changing direction
Negotiating space

Dance-Medieval dance Ball skills
Apparatus

Joe Wicks/Cosmic
Yoga

Athletics

Art Artist – Jackson Pollock
Clay animals
Half and Half animals
Snake skin – animals eyes
Pastels
Corrugated card – animals – aboriginal art

To make clay towers and add detail.
Pastel work - dragons
Pictures based on Paul Klee Castle and Sun

John Dahlsen Art work linked to seaside using
litter
Abstract art.

D T Structures
Design - Make - Evaluate
Build structures, exploring how they can be made
stronger, stiffer and more stable
Design and make a bird feeder/ bird house

.Practical Skills
Design - Make - Evaluate
Select from and use a range of tools and
equipment to perform practical tasks [for
example, cutting, shaping, joining and finishing]
To design and make a Heraldic shield. To design
and make a Medieval goblet. To evaluate my
designs.

Materials
Design - Make - Evaluate
Select from and use a wide range of materials
and components, including construction
materials, textiles and ingredients, according to
their characteristics
To design and create travel games. To evaluate
my designs
Summer fayre

ENTERPRISE/REAL
PROJECT

Global goal- Zero Hunger- To help a non profit
organisation to support the care and protection of
animals- Make a pet hamper.

Plan and hold a medieval banquet. Sell travel games at the summer fayre

PSHE Feelings, Friendships
and Family- What
makes a good
friend?What is
respect?
What makes a good
friend?
Knowing choices have
consequences
What is respect?1

Circle time - discussion
about what makes a

Healthy Living-How
healthy is my day?
When, where and why
we eat?
Keep a food diary -
compare and reflect
Use of knife and fork
Food diary contrasts in
class

E-safety.
Understand the
purpose of the internet
Navigate appropriate
websites
Know how to respond
to unfamiliar websites
Understanding that not
everything on the
internet is true.
Thinkuknow resources,
www.thinkuknow.co.uk/

Solving problems
and making it better -
Strong emotions.
Who keeps me safe?
School community
Show different role
models - police/ fire
brigade/ teacher
Understand the
meaning of community
and who is in it
School community

Personal Safety
How can I keep safe?
Scenarios - what would
you do?
Drama and Role play -
role safety and safety
at home e.g. medicine
Safety in and around
the home
What are drugs?
(medical)

Being the same and
being different
(SRE)
Me and my family
Family tree
Home learning - family
photos
Where do I come
from? Who am I?
(daughter, niece, sister,
friend etc.)
Role play and scenario
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good friend and when
have they been a
friend.
Film clips showing
disrespect/ role play by
staff

5_7/ Home community
What groups do they
belong to e.g. football
teams etc.

cards - links to
friendship and
behaviour issues
What would they do?
What is a fair
consequence?

Music Pulse, rhythm and beat
Charanga - creating rhythmic patterns,
performing rhythmic patterns,
listen, appraise and compare own composition

Greensleeves - linked to medieval times
Instruments - dance with Dragons
Medieval instruments.

Magic train journey song
Songs for journeys
Seaside and pirate songs.

MFL Counting - numbers
Animals

Colours
Food Items

Simple weather vocabulary
Clothes / Beach Items

P4C To listen and respond to others during a
discussion.
What is a pet?
What animal makes the best pet?
What is bullying?

To discuss right from wrong
Making hard decisions
Choosing a realistic goal
Knight’s code of chivalry
Knights motto – what could our mottos be?
Protecting castle ruins

How should you travel to the seaside?
Litter on the beach
Lighthouse image
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